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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with special factorizations of numbers of the form a” - b” 
for n > 2 and a, b E Z. These numbers have an evident cyclotomic splitting 
a” - b” = fl @&I, b) 
din 
where Q&X, Y) = n, (X- CY) E iZ[X, Y] is the d-th cyclotomic polynomial, 
obtained by letting [ run over the primitive d-th roots of unity. This reduces 
the factorization of a”- b” to the factorization of the cyclotomic factors 
@Ja, b). Since CD&X, Y) is irreducible in H[X, Y] for all d E Z,, no further 
“algebraic factorization” can be given. However, for certain values of a and 
b there are special identities as 
4qk2,5) = ‘;;I:;’ = iio 54-ik2i 
=(25+25k+ 15k2+5k3+k4)(25-25k+ 15k2-5k3+k4), 
which is a non-trivial factorization for all k E Z. Identities of this type stem 
from identities for the cyclotomic polynomials @,(X, Y) as 
Qqx, Y) = (X2 + 3XY + Y2)2 - SXY(X+ Y)2, 
which shows Qs(a, b) to be a difference of two squares whenever 5ab is a 
square. The corresponding factorizations are named after the French mathe- 
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matician A. Aurifeuille, who listed polynomial identities of the above type 
(1871). Theoretical results were obtained by Lucas [6, 18781 and, more recently, 
Schinzel [8, 19621. Tables of Aurifeuillian polynomials can be found in the 
books of Kraitchik [5, 19521 and Riesel [7, 19851. Actual factorizations of 
numbers of the form an-b” are found in the tables of Cunningham and 
Woodall [4, 19251, Riesel [7, 19851 and, most extensive of all, Brillhart et al. 
[I, 19831. 
In this paper we give a simple argument for the existence of Aurifeuillian 
identities, thus recovering a theorem of Schinzel [8], and infer some properties 
of the occurring polynomials (theorem 2.1). The application to the factori- 
zation of numbers is given in theorem 2.4, while theorems 2.7 and 2.9 deal with 
the coprimality of Aurifeuillian factors and the relation between various 
Aurifeuillian factorizations of one and the same number, proving results 
suggested in [l]. The final section furnishes a fast way to compute the Auri- 
feuillian polynomials using the Euclidean algorithm. 
2. AURIFEUILLIAN IDENTITIES 
Let d(k) denote the discriminant of Q($) over Q for k E Q *, i.e., for 
k=a’m/n with m and n coprime squarefree integers and aEH+O, 
mn ifmn=lmod4, 
d(k) = 
4mn if mn=2 or 3 mod 4. 
It is well-known that the field Q(fi) can be embedded in the cyclotomic field 
Q([,J if and only if n, the order of the root of unity [,, is divisible by d(k). 
A non-zero polynomial FEZ[X] is said to be symmetric if F(X-‘) = 
=Xmdeg ‘F(X) and antisymmetric if F(X-‘)= -Xmdeg ‘F(X). In the first 
case we define the symmetry type s(F) of F to be 1, in the other case we set 
s(F) = - 1. We say F is manic if its leading coefficient is 1. 
The n-th cyclotomic polynomial in one variable @,(X, 1) is denoted by 
Q,(X). We write ord,(n) to denote the number of factors p in n. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let k E Z be squarefree, n E Z,, and suppose 
W)ln if n is odd, 
d(k){n but d(k)l2n ifn is even. 
Then there exist polynomials F= F,,k and G = G,k in Q[X] , uniquely deter- 
mined up to sign, satisfying 
(1) @,(X)=F’-kXqG2 
where q = npln odd prime pordpCn)- ‘. The polynomials F and G have integral 
coefficients, are manic when chosen with suitable sign and symmetric or anti- 
symmetric with symmetry type given by 
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1 ifk=l, ork>l andniseven 
s(F) = 
(- 1)@‘(“)‘2 otherwise 
s(G) = sign (k) *s(F). 
The degrees of F and G are 2 and ‘(n) - - q, respectively. 
2 
2.2. REMARKS. 1. Note that the conditions on k and n imply 8j’n. If 81n, 
equality (1) is satisfied for certain F and G with 
q = 2ordz(n) - 2 n pord,(n) - 1 
pjn odd prime 
whenever d(k)ln. Since we will use (1) to write Qn(X) as a difference of squares 
for suitable values of X we need q to be odd, whence our condition on n. 
2. The existence of the polynomials F and G in the above situation was first 
proved in [8], mere statements of the result go back to [3, 19151. Neither of 
these authors gives a practical way to compute the polynomials (cf. section 3). 
PROOF. The assumption on d(k) implies that Q(1/-) C Q(cdck))C Q([&, so 
Qs(@a c Q(C2tv pa. If n is odd, then c2,, = - [,, and we have an inclusion 
Q(~)cQ(i’,, [,,fl). To see that the same inclusion holds when n is even, 
we consider the automorphism of Q([2n)/Q sending <2n to - c2,,. This auto- 
morphism sends fi to - fi since otherwise fi would be contained in its fixed 
field Q([,), contradicting d(k)fn. Consequently @? is contained in the fixed 
field of the automorphism o E Gal (Q(c2,,, fi)/Q) sending & to - [2,, and 
fl to - fl, which is W,, C2,,flh and our inclusion is proved. The fields 
Q(p) and (I$(&, X) are linearly disjoint over Q(X) and we obtain the 
following diagram of finite extensions of the field Q(X). 
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Now we take the norm of the element 1 - cz,fX from the top field via both 
subfields to Q(X). Since 1 - [,,l/- is integral over Q[X], its norm in Q( @X) 
lies in the integral closure of Q[X] in this field. This integral closure is Q$[ m] 
since this ring, being isomorphic to a polynomial ring in one variable over Q, 
is a Dedekind domain and has quotient field Q(p). Consequently, there are 
polynomials f and g in Q[X] such that @,, =f 2- kXg2. From the unique 
factorization of the prime ideal (@,) in the quadratic extension Q[m] of 
Qs[Xl as 
and the fact that the unit group Q[m] * equals Q * it follows that f and g are 
uniquely determined (up to sign) by the equation 
@,=f2-kXg2. 
Since 1 - [,,,fl is integral over B[X], the elements f fgm are integral over 
Z[X] as well and one easily verifies that this can only be true if f and g are in 
Z[X]. If q = 1 we set F=f and G=g. For the general case we write n =qm and 
observe that Q,(X) = @,(X4), so we can take 
(2) 
Fn, /c(X) = F,,,, dXq) 
Gn,k(X) = G,&‘q) 
to obtain 
@ =Fik-kXqG2 n , n,k 
for all n. Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness off and g above. Note that 
the explicit formula for the polynomials furnished by the proof is 
(3) NQcr”,12”flvQoJm( 1 -c2,,fl)= fF,,kfx(q-‘)‘2G,,kk%. 
Bearing in mind that q is odd and that G(n) = q. #(n/q) one sees immediately 
from (2) that it suffices to prove all statements in the theorem about degree and 
symmetry type of F and G only in case q = 1. Therefore we assume q = 1 in the 
rest of the proof. 
If n is odd, the equality sPz,(X) = a,,( - X) and our uniqueness statement 
imply that 
(4) F,,,-k(x)=F,,k(-X) and G2n,-k(X)=G,k(-Xh 
Note that the pair (- k,2n) does satisfy the conditions of theorem 2.1. 
Our next goal is to prove that G,k has constant coefficient f 1. In view of 
(4) we can assume n to be even in the course of the proof. 
Let n be even. Then the conjugates of I- c2,,fl over Q(X) are the elements 
1 - [&fl with a EA = (U2nZ) *. The elements 1 - [,,I& and 1 - [$,fl are 
conjugate over Q(m) if and only if the automorphism of Q(c2n) sending c2, 
to & is the identity on Q(fi), i.e. if and only if the Jacobi symbol x(a) = 
is equal to 1. Thus we may define @+, @ - E Q(m) as 0 
$ 
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@J+=c&+ = n,k n (1 -r22~> 
aeA,,y(o)=l (5) 
i ’ 
@-=@,,= fl (1 - Gpm 
OEA,,&)= -1 
and rewrite (1) as follows for even n: 
Since @:k= F+ Gl/k7G; for some choice of signs it suffices to prove that @& 
has coefficient f fi at fi for all even n in order to conclude that G,,(O) = f 1 
for all n. 
The COeffiCient Of @pntk at fl is easily seen to be equal to 
t = - %&,,/Q(~)G1) 
where Tr denotes the trace map of the extension. We have TV Q. fi since 
TrQcr,,,Q([G’) =0 (note that 412n, so &,,(X) is a polynomial in X2). Now 
write 2n = 2’~ with u odd and squarefree. Then we claim that 
with i ranging from 0 to 2’- ’ - 1 and j ranging over the numbers from 1 to u 
coprime to U. This is easily verified using the fact that Z[&,] = 0 ,+P Z. $ for 
p prime and the equality h[&] = Z[&] . Z[&] when gcd(r, s) = 1. With respect to 
this basis, all coefficients of t are 0 and + 1 and t is nonzero since c2” and - c2, 
are not conjugate over Q(p). It follows that t E Q. fi is integral over H while 
t/m is not for any m E Z, , , hence t = f 1/-, as required. 
To finish the proof, we determine the degree of F,,, and G,k for all n satis- 
fying q = 1 and establish their symmetry properties. This is done by taking the 
norm from Q(&,[,,,fl) to Q(m) of both sides of the equation 
1 -&fl= -L/m -c,-,‘ilx’>. 
The norm map commutes with the isomorphism @ of the extension 
WC,, CZnfl)/Q(@) defined by cN,d =CT’, N&f% = K2:,,fi>-1. Note 
that this isomorphism sends p to sign (k). m/X and X to X- ‘. We 
obtain 
F(X)+G(X)~=~~(L,~,~T~,/~(~,(-~*~~). 
- [F(X-‘) + sign (k)G(X-‘)p]. 
We conclude that indeed 
F,, k(x - ’ ) = f x - @@)‘*F,,, k(X) and G, k(X - ’ ) = f x - @)‘* + ‘G, k(X). 
Comparing degrees and leading coefficients on both sides of (1) we conclude 
that deg F,,k=@(n)/2 and that Fn,k is a symmetric or antisymmetric poly- 
nomial which can be taken to be manic. The same holds for G,k with degree 
equal to (@(n)/2) - 1 since we have proved that its constant term is equal to ? 1. 
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For the symmetry types, it follows that s(G)=sign (k).s(F) and that 
s(F) =NQ(~,,~~~~~)/Q(,/zx)(- C2nfl)X-@(")'2- 
If n is odd, then -c& is a primitive n-th root of unity and the norm of 
- [,,fi= <,fl is given by 
k 
whenever the quadratic character x defined by x(a)= - is non-trivial on 
(Z/K?)*, i.e. when k# 1. If k= 1 then s(F) = 1. 0 a 
Let now n be even. In the discussion preceding definition (5) we observed 
already that the automorphisms of Q(c,, [,,fl) over Q(e) can be identi- 
fied with those of Q(<2,J/Q(l/-). This gives the first equality sign in the fol- 
lowing equation: 
1 if k>O 
~(F)=N~(~~")/~(~)(-r2n)= 
1 
(- l)@(“)” if k<O. 
For the other equality sign, observe that complex conjugate elements can be 
taken together if k> 0. If k<O then c2, and - c&’ are conjugate over Q(@) 
and those roots that are minus each others complex conjugate can be taken 
together. The norm of - 1 is 1 since @(n) is even for n>2. This establishes the 
statement for s(F) and finishes the proof of theorem 2.1. 
The following lemma states that taking norms in the diagram of the fore- 
going proof commutes with the substitution of rational values for X. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let a, b E Z,O, n E Z,, and suppose that d = d(ab) satisfies 
din if n is odd, 
d{n but d12n if n is even. 
Fix an embedding of Q(pX) in Q(&,,[,,cX). Then there is a commutative 
diagram 
where Q fixes &, and sends [,,fi to a square root dm E Q(c,) and Q’ is the 
restriction of ,Q to Q(KX). Here N denotes the respective norm maps. 
PROOF. If B is a free algebra of finite positive rank over a ring A and f: A + C 
is a ring homomorphism, then B@,C is naturally a free algebra of finite rank 
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over C and the diagram 
is commutative. The lower arrowfcan be viewed as the restriction of the upper 
arrow. In our case we have A = Q(p), B=Q([,,, Is,,fi) and C= Q. Since 
B=A[&J=A[Y]/(@,(Y)) we have BOAC=CIY]/(@,(Y))=Q(&) and Q is 
induced by Q’ since it fixes Y mod Q,(Y), the element corresponding to [,. 
Note that Q’ has image in Q since da/b is a square in Q. This shows that our 
lemma is a special case of the above statement. 
The following theorem gives the application of theorem 2.1 to the factori- 
zation of integers of the form @,(a, b). As we do for @,,, we use F,,, and G,k 
also to denote homogeneous polynomials in Z[X, Y]. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let a, beZ,,, n EZ’,~ and suppose that the discriminant 
d = d(ab) of Q( dab)@ satisfies 
din if n is odd, 
dfn but d12n if n is even. 
Then there is a factorization 
@,, (a, b) = IF,, & b) + d (q+ 1)‘2( m)qG,Ja, b)] . 
. [F&a, b) - dcq+ 1)‘2(Ilab/d)qG,,d(a, b)] 
where q is as in theorem 2.1. Assume a L lbl, then both factors are + k 1 except 
in the following cases: 
@s(3, -1)=&j(3,1)=7 
@,(4, - 3) = @fj(4,3) = @i2(2, f 1) = 13 
@4(2, f 1) = 5 
&(3, k2)=61 
@,(l, f l)= 1 or prime (n>2). 
2.5. REMARK. A slightly stronger result, stating that, except for a small 
number of exceptions that are easily listed, both Aurifeuillian factors of 
@,(a, b) with gcd (a, b) = 1 are divisible by a primitive prime factor of @,(a, b) 
is found in [S]. A prime factor of @,(a, b) is said to be primitive if it does not 
divide Gd(a, b) for any proper divisor d of n. If @,(a, b) has a non-primitive 
prime factor, then this is the largest prime divisor of n and it occurs only to 
the first power in @,(a, b) (cf. [8, p. 5551 or [2, Theorem IV]). 
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PROOF. The factorization follows immediately from substitution of X=a, 
Y = b in the homogeneous equation 
@,(X, Y) = F&(X, Y) - dXqYqG&(X, Y) 
and the observation that daqbq is the square of the rational integer 
dcq+ 1)‘2(@%)q. 
Suppose the factorization is trivial, i.e. a and b are such that one of the 
factors F,, d(a, b) k dcq + lV2 ( m)qG,Ja, b) equals + 1. Then a and b are 
coprime and upon interchanging a and b and replacing (a, b) by (-a, - b), if 
necessary, we may assume that d(b)ln. By the lemma and equation (3), we know 
that signs can be chosen such that 
No(,~),o(l- /m> = F&a/b) - (a/b)(q-1)‘2G,Ja/b)Ilda/b 
and since l.6 E Q(C,) this can be rewritten as 
NQcin),~(fi - 1;,,fi> = f b9(“)‘2(F,,d(a/b) - (a/b)(q- ‘)“G,,Ja/b)~) 
= +(F,,,(a,b) -d(qf1)‘2(@%)qG,Ja,b), 
so in order to have a ‘trivial’ factorization of @,(a, b) an element fi f c2,fi 
must be a unit in some cyclotomic ring iZ[c,]. 
Suppose (Y - p[ E Z[[,] * with (r, p, 4’ E Z[&], (x2, p2 E Z,s and < a root of unity 
of order 2n > 4. Multiplying a - Bc and c by fourth roots of unity, if necessary, 
we may assume that (r and p are positive reals satisfying OJ I/I. Note that o-PC 
is not real since the order of [ is now either 3 or >4. As the quotient of a 
cyclotomic unit and its complex conjugate is a root of unity ([9, p. 38]), we can 
find a root of unity q # 1 such that 
If /I = 1 then a! = 1 and cr -PC is a unit unless the order of [ is a prime power. 
This is reflected in the fact that the Aurifeuillian factorization of @,(l, f 1) = 
= @,( + 1) = 1 or prime is always trivial. Now assume p# 1. Since (r2 and p2 are 
certainly coprime whenever [r-p< is a unit it follows that (B) divides the ideal 
(1 - q) in Z[&]. If t is the order of [ then p# 1 implies that t is a power of some 
prime p. Since 
1 /G(t) = ord,( 1 - q) L ord,(/?) 2 l/2 
we have @(t)s2, so te{1,2,3,4}. 
The case 7 = [i = 1 is of no interest to us since a! --fir is not real. For 
q=c2= - 1 we obtain 2a=P([+[-‘), so either 8=2 or p= fi. If /?=2 then 
cx=~+~-1,so~=2andaequalseither1=~,+~~1or1/5=~l2+~~‘.If~=~, 
then o= 1 and c=[s. For q=[:, we have c~fi5;~~=(~(1-&)=/3([-[~~-~). This 
implies/?=fianda=&‘~1+[-1~12. The possible values 1, fi and 2 for (r are 
realized for <<G’ = c,’ ‘, I!$? ‘, 1, respectively. Finally r;l= c4 leads to al& = 
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=a(1 -LJ=/3(c-[4c-1), sop= fl and CW=~‘&~--~-‘~~. Since al/I the only 
possible value for (Y is 1 and this is realized for [[s ’ = c,’ I. 
Now it is routinely verified that the elements from the small list so obtained 
are indeed units and that they give exactly the trivial factorizations mentioned 
in the theorem. 
The next theorem deals with coprimality of Aurifeuillian factors. We start 
with a lemma furnishing an analogous result for the polynomial factors. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let n, kE Z be as in theorem 2.1 and suppose q = 1. Then the 
index i,, of the ideal generated by F,,k + G,, FX and F,,, k - G, k TX in 
Z[X, FX] is given by 
’ { 
(4k*)@(“)” if 4fn 
i, k= 
(8k*)@‘““’ if 4/n. 
Here k*EZ,, is the largest odd divisor of k. 
PROOF. For n odd we have in,k = izn, -k by the equations (4). Since then also 
@(2n) = G(n) and k * = (- k) *, we assume n to be even in the sequel of the proof. 
Define the homomorphism f: h[ fl, &,,I -Z[G,] by f (&) =f( 0) = l&. 
Choose an embedding h[X, @X] CE[fi, I&] and consider the following 
commutative diagram. 
R=Z[f%,l L ac2n1 
U 
R’= H[X, m] f’ 
U 
~K-,l 
We can choose the signs of F=F,,, and G = G,,k such that F+ G@?E ker f’. 
This implies (cf. (5)) that the following decompositions hold in R. 
@+ =F+GFX= rl (1 -c2iaJm 
uEA,X(a)=l 
@- =F- Gi== oeA ITI= -, (1 - L”Jm. 
Here A = (iU2nZ) * and x(a) = 
0 
1 . 
Since R’/(@+) is generated over H by the G(n) elements of the form X’ or 
X’mwith iE{O,1,2 ,..., e(n)/2 - l} and f’ is obviously surjective, we con- 
clude that (@+)=kerf’. Consequently i,,k= #R’/(@+,@-)= #Z[&J/(q!-)= 
= I~Qcc~)~~W)l, where 4 - is the image of the polynomial @- in Z[[,], i.e. 
@- =fY@-)=f(@-)= LIEA rI-, (l-&&J= 
= n (1 -CL,’ -@‘2). 
asAJ(o)= -I 
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For any root of unity [E Q(<,) we have 
I~Q(i,,/QU - C)l = 
p@(“)‘0(r) if c is of prime power order 1 =pJ 
1 
otherwise. 
If a E A then the order 1 of c, (r-a)/2 divides n, so I must be 2, 4 or an odd prime 
dividing n if it is a prime power. 
In order to obtain I= 2 we need a= n + 1 EA. By the hypothesis on k, the 
condition x(n + 1) = - 1 is fulfilled and we obtain a factor 2@(“) in in,k for all n. 
The case I= 4 occurs only for a = 1 f n/2 mod 2n. If 4{n then a $A and we 
obtain no factors. If 41n then for exactly one of the choices for a we have 
x(a) = 1 because [in+n’2 and &“” = - I$:“‘~ are not conjugate over Q(1/-). 
This gives a factor 2@(n)‘2 in in,k. Now suppose 1 is an odd prime dividing n. 
Then the order of [i1-a)‘2 is 1 whenever (1 - a)/2 = jn/l mod n for some 
jE{1,2,..., I-l}, i.e. a=l-2nj/l mod 2n for some jE{1,2,...,f-1). For 
aeA this means exactly that a is in the kernel K= ker [A = @/2nZ)*-+ 
+(Z/(2n/l)Z)*]. There are two cases. If Irk then the quadratic character x on 
A factors via (Z/(2n/l)Z)* and x(a) # - 1 for all ~EK. In the other case, i.e. 
when 1 divides k, the character x is non-trivial on K. Its kernel has index 2 in 
K so there are #K/2 = (I - 1)/2 elements a E K for which x(a) = - 1. This gives 
a factor I@(‘)” in i,,k, so the odd part of in,k is equal to (k*)@(n)‘2. The lemma 
follows. 
2.7. THEOREM. The factors occurring in the Aurifeuillian factorization of a 
number @,,(a, b) as given in theorem 2.4 are coprime whenever gcd(a, b) = 1. 
PROOF. Because of the relations (2) we assume q= 1 without loss of 
generality. Let p be a common prime factor of the Aurifeuillian factors of 
@,(a, b). We claim that p has to divide the index i,,(,,). Indeed, the ring 
Z[X, J/-]/I, where I is the ideal generated by the two polynomial 
Aurifeuillian factors, has order in,dCnbj, so i,,dCabJ must be a linear combination 
of the polynomial Aurifeuillian factors. Upon homogenizing, we see that 
in,dCabj Yj is a linear combination of Fn,d(ab)(X, Y) + Gn,d(ob)(X, Y)iw and 
F,,,~(,t,)(X Y) - G,,d(a@, Y)fw in ;Z[-X X f-1 for SOme j E Z,O. 
On substituting X=a and Y= b we see that pIi,,dCab,bj. From p/a” - b” and 
gcd(a, b) = 1 it follows that p{ab. We conclude from the preceding lemma that 
p = 2. Now both a and b are odd, so for every odd prime factor I In the even 
number @,(a, b) divides the odd number @[(a”“, b”“), which is impossible. 
Consequently n has to be a power of 2, and since also n >2 and S{n by remark 
2.2.1, we see that n = 4 and d(ab) = f 8, contradicting the fact that ab is odd. 
Thus no prime can divide both Aurifeuillian factors of @,(a, b). 
There are often several Aurifeuillian factorizations that can be used to factor 
a given number, obtained by varying the choice of n in theorem 2.4. 
The first possibility is that we are dealing with @,(a, b) for a number m 
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having more odd prime factors than the discriminant d(ab), say m = un with 
gcd(u, 2n) = 1 and d(ab) dividing n or 2n as in theorem 2.4. Then we have an 
algebraic identity 
(7) Qp,,(a, b) = n CD (aj bjp”’ n 3 
jlu 
and since d(ajbj) = d(ab) all factors have an Aurifeuillian factorization. It is 
stated without proof in [I, p. Iv] that each of the Aurifeuillian factors of 
@,,(a, 6) satisfies an analogous identity, i.e. it can be written as a product of 
Aurifeuillian factors with exponents f 1 (cf. remark 2.10.3). 
A second possibility is that a and b are given as powers. For any pair U, n 
of positive integers satisfying gcd(u, 2n) = 1 we have 
and the situation is essentially the same, the correspondence with the earlier 
formula being given by Moebius-inversion. 
Note that the condition that u be relatively prime to n is not essential: one 
can write u =uIu2 with u2 the largest factor of u that is coprime to n and 
obtain the formula for u from that for u2 by raising a and b everywhere to the 
power u,. Note also that the identities (7) and (8) are just as valid for u even, 
but that there may be factors that do not have an Aurifeuillian factorization 
since d(ajU) = 1 for j even. 
Our theorem 2.9 will give the relations analogous to (7) and (8) for the 
Aurifeuillian factors on a polynomial level. In order to distinguish between the 
two Aurifeuillian factors of a cyclotomic polynomial we introduce the fol- 
lowing normalization. 
2.8. DEFINITION. Let n, k be as in theorem 2.1. Then the elements Y& and 
!PnTk in Z[X, flX are defined as 
K&=Fn,,+G,,f= 
with F,,k, G,+ E Z[X] manic and as in theorem 2.1. 
If f is a function with values in ( + 11, we will write !PL$) for brevity of 
notation. Also, we will use the notation Yn’k(Xj) for j odd to denote the 
element of Z[X, m] obtained from Ynkk(X) ‘by substitution of Xj for X and 
X(j-‘)‘2jhX for kE?. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let n, k be as in theorem 2.1 and suppose u EZ,~ is a 
squarefree integer satisfying gcd(u, 2n) = 1. Then the following identities hold 
in Q(l/k7): 
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Here x(x) denotes the Jacobi symbol k 
0 
. 
X 
PROOF. Assume first that n is even and q= 1. Choose the embeddings 
Q( J&X) c Q( @, 0)~ Q(&,, @) such that m= fi x and also 
(13) fi= - TrQ(czn, ~X)AQ(,IZ, ,E&J 
Then we have 
(14) 
1 
(YntkW =N?tr,,, jx)/O(@, yz,m- C2n) 
= 
ocA,;Y)=, (fi- rin) 
with A = (Z/2nZ)*. Now we consider the extension Q(&,, c2,,, p) of Q(c2n, fi) 
and compute the element h = NQcr, b, ~,/o(~, o)( fi- cuc2J. Factoring the 
norm via the intermediate field Q(<2n, ix) and using (14) we obtain 
by (13). This proves (9) for even n satisfying 
4= rl P ord,(n) - 1 = 1. 
pin odd prime 
For general q, take (9) for n/q and substitute X4 for X to obtain (9) for n. 
Now suppose that n is odd. Using the “manic forms” of the equations (4): 
F,, k(X) = ( - 1)“‘““2F,, - k( - X) 
and 
Gn,dX)=(- l)g(n)‘2-4G2n,-k(-~), 
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equation (9) for n can be deduced from the even case in the following way: 
y;;;;(x) = Fun, /c(X) + AWun, km m 
= (- v(un)‘2F2Un, -/A -Xl -Pu(Wzu,, -k( -W@l 
= ( - l)“@‘“)” n F2,,, -/J - Xj) - 
jlu 
G2n, J -Xi)(-X)v-1)‘2m 1 
Au/j) 
= (- 1)0(un)‘2 fir, [( - l)@(“)“(F,,,(Xj) + 
+ xO’)G, /((xj)x’j- 1)~2~)y(u~j) 
For the last equality sign one should observe that Cj,, &I”) =0 for u> 1. 
Having proved (9) for all n, we also have (10) since their “product” is the well- 
known relation 
(7) @,,(a, b) = n @,(aj by”/” , 
ilu 
for cyclotomic polynomials. The equations (11) and (12) follow from (9) and 
(10) by Moebius-inversion. This finishes the proof of 2.9. 
2.10. REMARKS. 1. Since the polynomials Y,+,(X) generate the two prime 
ideals in Q[m] lying over (@,(X))C Q[X], they are irreducible. Thus the 
relations (11) and (12) are the best we can obtain: they give the prime factor 
decomposition of !P~~&V’) in Q[m]. 
2. The following special case of (11) and (12) had been observed by 
Kraitchik [5, p. 1811 for the “numerical case” (cf. 2.4): 
3. A special case of theorem 2.9 is made use of in [l] to obtain factori- 
zations of numbers of the form b”+ 1. We give an alternative version of 2.9 
that furnishes the formulae that can be found in [l, p. Iv] as a special case. 
Here the following normalization of Aurifeuillian factors is used. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let n, k, q be as in theorem 2.1. Then the elements A,& 
and A,jjk in R[X, FX] are defined as 
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with F,,, k, G, k E Z[X] manic and as in theorem 2.1, x(x) the Jacobi symbol 
k - 0 and X 
i 
In/d(k)1 if n is odd 
qw= 12n/d(k)I ifn is even. 
Note that still A,JXj)=Aj,JX) if the primes dividing j divide n. Here the 
conventions regarding the substitution of Xj for X in the polynomials Azk are 
as for the polynomials !Pn’k. 
Now 2.9 can be reformulated and extended as follows. 
2.12. THEOREM. Let n, k be as in theorem 2.1 and suppose UEZ,~ is odd. 
Then the following identities hold in Q(FX): 
(1% A&(X) = n A;,($(XU4)P’ci) 
ilul 
(16) A,,,(X) = n A;;li)(xu’jy(j) 
II4 ’ 
(17) A&W’)= II A;;;;;,(X) 
Here x(x) denotes the Jacobi symbol L and u1 is the largest factor of u that 
is coprime to n. 0 X 
PROOF. It suffices to prove (17) since (18) follows then immediately from the 
product relation (8), while (15) and (16) are equivalent to (17) and (18) by 
Moebius’ inversion formula. Using (11) for u squarefree and coprime to n we 
have 
and from definition 2.11 we see that 
so (17) holds since &j)x(u)p(w)x(w) =x(u/j)&w)x(jw). It is easily seen that 
(15) and (16) remain valid if we drop the restriction that u be squarefree: if 
u’ is the largest squarefree factor of u then the formulae for u are just the 
formulae for u’ with X replaced by X”“. No additional factors occur at the 
right hand sides because the exponent p(j) is zero when j is not squarefree. The 
formulae (17) and (18) now also hold for these u by Moebius inversion. Even 
more easily one sees that the formulae for u > u1 are exactly those for ur with 
X replaced by X”‘l. This proves 2.12. 
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We extend the notation in [l] as given for the “bases” b=2,3,5,6,7,10, 
11,12 as follows. Let b be a fixed positive integer, a the quotient of b by its 
largest square factor and n = ua an odd multiple of a. Then the integers h4,, 
and L, are defined as 
A4, =A&(b”) if a= 1 mod 4 
M,, = A&(bU) if a=2 or 3 mod 4 
and L, analogously with A - for A +. The interest of these numbers stems 
from the fact that 
L,M,, = @,(b’)lb” - 1 if a= 1 mod 4 
L,M,,=@,,(b”)[b”+ 1 if a=2 or 3 mod 4. 
Now the primitive parts A4,* and L,* of M, and L, are the Aurifeuillian factors 
of G,(b) (resp. Qzn(b)), i.e. 
M,*= A&(b) if a= 1 mod 4 
M,* = A&(b) if a= 2 or 3 mod 4 
and L,* again analogously with A - for A + . Note that M,* divides IV,, and L,* 
divides L,. The formulae (12)-(15) on p. Iv in [I] are obtained from our 
formulae (15)-(18) by substitution of b for X. The reader who wishes to see 
“numerical illustrations” of 2.12 is referred to [l, p. Iv-lvii]. 
3. COMPUTATION OF AURIFEUILLIAN POLYNOMIALS 
This section gives an efficient algorithm to compute the polynomials F,,k 
and Gz,k occurring in theorem 2.1. Without loss of generality we will assume 
throughout this section that 
4= rl P ord,(n) - 1 _ -1. 
pin odd prime 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose a is algebraic over Q and s, t EZ,,, satisfy s+ t = 
= [Q(a) : Q] - 1. Then for any element PE Q(a) there exist polynomials 
f,g E Q[X], unique up to multiplication by a common non-zero rational 
constant, such that 
deg fss, deg glt 
f and g are relatively prime in Q[X] 
P =f @)/g(a). 
PROOF. We start with uniqueness: if f * and g* satisfy the same require- 
ments, then a is a zero of the polynomial fg * - f *g of degree at most s + t and 
consequently fg*=f *g. Using the coprimality condition we obtain f *=cf, 
g*=cg for some cEQ*. 
Existence of f and g follows from dimension considerations or from the 
following explicit algorithm. 
Let P=fo(a) for fa E Q[X] and denote by f, the irreducible polynomial of (Y 
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over Q. Now we perform the Euclidean algorithm on the polynomials f0 and 
Jr, i.e. we compute a sequence of polynomials cfi)i defined byfi+ t =fi- r - riJ, 
ir 1, where ri E Q[X] is the polynomial for which deg fi+ r < deg fi. This means 
that fi+ , is the remainder Of fi- r upon division by A. NOW define the sequence 
of polynomials (gi)i in Q[X] by go = 1, gr = 0 and gi+ 1 =gi- r - rigi for iz 1. 
Then we have 
(1% gi(a)*b=fi(a) 
for all i since it holds for i = 0,l by definition. For i 12 we have deg ri = deg 
fi-I-&.A=@ gi+l - deg gi. It follows that deg h- t + deg gi is constant as 
long as fi- r # 0 and i> 2. Since g2 equals 1 this constant is deg fi = [Q(a) : Q]. 
Denote the smallest i22 for which deg hf;:ls by io, then the polynomial g=giO 
has degree at most t since deg giO> t would imply deg xi- t IS. Further the 
polynomials f and g are relatively prime since every common factor is of degree 
at most s+ t and divides the determinant 
so the irreducibility of fi implies it is a constant. We also see that g#O, since 
otherwise (19) would imply f = 0 and the determinant would be zero. Conse- 
quently f (a)/g(a) = p, and the lemma is proved. 
From the identity Qn = Fzk - kXG,$ (we have q = 1) it follows that 
K&z)4&,) = m E QK,) 
for some choice of the square root. Now we can apply the previous lemma with 
a=C,,P=~, s = #(n)/2 and t = G(n)/2 - 1 to obtain the following theorem. 
Note that the equations (4) imply that the restriction that n be even is not 
essential. 
3.2. THEOREM. Suppose n E Z,2 is even and not divisible by squares of odd 
primes, and let k E Z be such that the discriminant d = d(k) of Q(1/-)/Q divides 
2n but not n. Define the polynomial H= H,,k by 
H(X) = 
Let f E Q[X] be the first polynomial of degree I @(n)/2 that occurs when the 
Euclidean algorithm is applied to H and @,,, and f * the result in the next step. 
Then a rational multiple off can be subtracted from f * to make it divisible by 
X, say f * - af = Xg, and we have 
f = CF,, k, g = ( f k/c)%, k 
with c E Q * the leading coefficient off. 
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PROOF. By definition of H we have 
since the trace of [2n was shown to be + fi in the proof of 2.1. Now we 
perform the Euclidean algorithm on fO= H and fr = @,, and compute poly- 
nomials f, as in the proof of 3.1 such that f = fj and f * = fj+ r are as defined in 
the theorem. To prove the assertions, we define (but do not compute) poly- 
nomialsgiEQIX] as in the proof of 3.1, i.e. ge=l, gr=O andgi+r=g;-,--rig 
whenever fi+ 1 =A- r -rib. Then we have 
gj(Cn)fC=fj<L> 
where deg fjI G(n)/2 and deg fj+ r I G(n)/2 - 1. We are exactly in the situation 
of the proof of 3.1, so fj = f = cF,,, k for some c E Q * (and gj = cG, k). Since the 
constant coefficient of f = cF,,~ is non-zero we can find CX~Q such that 
f *-af=Xg. Let h=gj+l-agj, then 
h(C-rz) m = L&-n) 
and consequently 
Further deg h = deg gj+ r I G(n)/2 and deg g = deg f - 1 = 9(n)/2 - 1, so another 
application of the lemma shows that G,,k divides g. Comparing degrees we see 
that g = c*G,,~ for some c * E Q. From 
we have 
$ (F,, k - kXG;, ,J = AI @jn, 
so c*= _+ k/c. This proves theorem 3.2. 
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